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NEWSBREAKS
Your Product Features Resource Guide to Chempax and eChempax

CHEMPAX VB: NEW DEMAND PLANNING TOOLS
Managing inventory is an important task in every chemical company. The New Demand Planning tools in Chempax will rightsize your inventory so that you will meet every demand without carrying excessive inventory. Demand Planning is a multistep set of tools to create accurate forecasts and aligning inventory levels to match demand. These tools include Material
Requirements Planning (MRP), Demand Resource Planning (DRP) and Master Production Schedule (MPS).

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (MRP) OVERVIEW
Material Requirements Planning (MRP) calculates what the inventory of each product will be in the future based on the
current inventory on hand and existing transactions (e.g. sales orders, purchase orders, batch tickets, etc.). Optionally, MRP
will also include forecasted sales.
If inventory falls below a minimum stocking level, MRP will automatically create a suggestion, called a planned order, which
details:
• The product and the warehouse where it found the shortage;
• The quantity to buy/make/transfer to make up for the shortage;
• The date the material is needed;
• When the Purchase Requisition/Batch Ticket/Warehouse Transfer
has to be created based on the lead time of the product.
If the planned order is for a manufactured product, it calculates
the quantity of the formula components needed and makes sure
there is sufficient inventory of these components. If there isn’t
enough inventory, it creates a planned order for those component
products.
MRP does these calculations on all your products or any subset of
products you choose. There is some initial set up information you have
to provide MRP. Once completed, MRP typically runs automatically each
night to provide planned orders to the inventory planners each morning
for review.
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NEW RESOURCE PLANNING TOOLS

Resource Planning is a big part of the Demand Planning process. As we continue to revamp the Resource Planning module in
ChempaxVB.NET, we have added new features that are designed to ease this process.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (MRP) PORTAL

BOTTOM GRID

TOP GRID

The MRP Portal is a planning workspace that gives users an overview view of their inventory status and provides insightful
information that helps them better manage their inventory effectively. It consolidates all product/inventory information into
one screen, so users don’t have to navigate multiple modules to make a purchasing/manufacturing decision.

TOP GRID

The top grid of the portal shows each warehouse/product record, and relevant MRP information from Product/Warehouse
Maintenance (RP 13), such as Replenishment Method (Manufacturing/Purchasing/Warehouse Transfer), Lead Time, Safety
Stock and Reorder Point. It also displays the current inventory On Hand in the following color code:
• Green = Overstocked
• Black = Normal
• Yellow = Near Reorder Point
• Orange = Below Reorder Point
• Red = Below Safety Stock
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TOP GRID VIEWS

There are 2 different viewing modes for the top grid: Action Items and Time-Phased Inventory.
Action Items
By default, the main grid for the MRP Portal is displayed in the Action Items mode. This mode highlights when planned orders
need to be released by showing users the daily change in inventory balance and displaying critical days for them.

Time-Phased Inventory
The Time-Phased Inventory mode shows the daily inventory levels over time, color coded for each day using the same
key as stated above. For example, one could view the extrapolated inventory balance for their products on 10/14/17, and
immediately see its anticipated inventory status.

BOTTOM GRID

The bottom grid shows all information related to a particular Warehouse/Product. It offers various specific information tabs
that allow users to gain better insight into their inventory. For example the MRP Details Tab displays the opening balance and
all pending transactions for that particular Warehouse/Product. While the Time-Phased Inventory tab shows this information
as a graph so users can easily compare the reorder points and safety stock of the inventory balance over time.
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OPERATIONS SCHEDULE (RP 16)

This new program defines weekly days of operation for
each replenishment transaction such as manufacturing
and purchasing.

CREATE/UPDATE WAREHOUSE PRODUCTS (RP 17)

This new program automatically creates or updates MRP data for each Product/Warehouse records based on historical
transactions within Chempax. This eliminates the need to set up MRP for every product in every warehouse. Chempax will
automatically calculate all your resource planning information including: Reorder Points, Lead Times, Replenishment Method,
etc. Therefore, this program streamlines the process and makes life easier as an inventory planner.
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FORECAST METHOD (RP 19) & SALES FORECAST MAINTENANCE (RP 18)

With the introduction of Forecast Method (RP 19) and Sales Forecast Maintenance (RP 18), users have greater flexibility
for creating and maintaining sales forecasts. The forecast is the key component of the demand planning process. Users
are able to create multiple forecasting options and assign them at the Warehouse/Product level. Therefore, Chempax will
be able to calculate the most appropriate sales forecast for each product. For example, a user can forecast based upon
6-month weighted average, but if they have a subset of products that only sell during a particular season, those products
can be overridden with a different forecast method.
Once a user established their forecast methods, assigns them to the corresponding Warehouse/Products, and runs the
Sales Forecast Calculation (RP 9), they can view and/or edit the calculated results using Sales Forecast Maintenance (RP
18). This is extremely useful if one knows sales will be drastically different for whatever reason. Additionally, RP 18 has
import functionality that allows users to bypass the calculation and instead upload their own forecasts if they choose to
do so.
Sales Forecast Maintenance (RP 18)

Forecast Method (RP 19)

UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS

Meet a Datacor representative at an upcoming industry event.
• Oct. 14th - 17th ILMA Annual Meeting 2017
• Oct. 25th - 26th Suppliers’ Day 2017
• Nov. 13th - 16th NACD Annual Meeting 2017

ANY QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions, please e-mail
vbsupport@datacor.com or call us at
(973) 822-1551.

FOLLOW US:

• Dec. 4th SOCMA’s 96th Annual Meeting
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